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Azex Pest Solutions Adds Canine Bed Bug Detection
Training and Sales
Ken Bracken November 19, 2014

Azex Pest Solutions has been servicing the State of Arizona since 2007 has
added a new division that focuses on the training and sales of Bed Bug
detection canines. Azex also conducts training for dog handlers and their
services are available country wide

(Newswire.net -- November 15, 2014) Prescott, Arizona --With the dramatic increase
of Bed Bug issues worldwide everyone is looking for the best ways to detect and
eliminate them.  Azex Pest Solutions knows that utilizing bed bug canines is the best
method for detecting the hard to find eggs and nearly invisible nymphs that most

inspections miss and thus result in call backs and lost revenue for the properties.  They have had canine detection
services for several years and now are training and certifying canines for the pest control industry.  They have canines
available for sale and offer the handler training also.  Bed bugs have become a major issue for the hospitality industry
and more and more properties are trying to be proactive in detection such as having pest control companies run the
dogs thru monthly or quarterly and this is becoming a new income stream for pest control firms. 

 

Azex has continued to expand their canine division to meet the ever increasing needs of the industry.  With Canine bed
bug detection being the best detection available it is not surprising that the firm is seeing ever increasing demand for
their products.  You can find out more visit their site at http://azexpest.com/pest-control/bed-bug-dogs/.   Azex owners
have indicated that some companies have purchased multiple canines to keep up with the growing demand.  Since
they also are in the pest control business, they know how valuable this division is and how it is helping add value to
their customers and other pest control firms

 

About Azex Pest Solutions

AZEX Pest Solutions has been offering premium pest management services in Arizona since 2007. It is committed to
offering excellent customer services and the best pest control service at fair prices. Its comprehensive home pest
control and prevention services can give home owners a peace of mind knowing that they have entrusted the safety of
their house to a company that knows how to find bed bugs easily and efficiently.

Azex Pest Solutions

3218 E. Bell Rd. #328
Prescott, Arizona United States 86304
1-877-445-2847
rketner@azexpest.com
http://azexpest.com
Source: http://newswire.net/newsroom/pr/00086062-azex-pest-solutions-adds-canine-bed-bug-detection-training-and-
sales.html
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